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Abstract. In this work, pyrolytic carbon electrodes were prepared through pyrolysis of well-
patterned AZ 1505 positive photoresist films. The designed electrodes firstly were prepared via
photolithography technique, then the polymer was thermally broken-down into carbon skeletons
in an oxygen-free environment using pyrolysis technique. The effect of the highest temperature and
ramping rate on the electrical properties of the carbon films were investigated. The results show
that the pyrolysis process was optimal at the ramping rate of 3˚C/minute, annealing temperature
of 900˚C, and annealing time of one hour. The lowest resistivity was obtained at 6.3× 10−5 Ωm
for pyrolytic films prepared at the optimal pyrolysis conditions. Electrochemical measurements
confirm the potential of this electrode for electrochemical sensing applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Carbon-based materials have been widely used in electrochemical sensors due to their out-
standing properties such as biocompatibility, inexpensive cost, wide potential window, and electro-
chemical stability [1–3]. Recently, the electrodes using pyrolytic carbon (PyC) have gained special
attention due to their adaptability to manufacture 2D and 3D microelectrodes [4–8]. Besides, it
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was reported that the use of PyC might significantly enhance electron transfer at the electrode
surface, this improves current responses in electrochemical sensors. These advancements make
PyC as a dominant electrode material. Various PyC-based electrochemical sensors have been de-
veloped for example water polluted detection, dopamine detection [2, 3], or real-time detection of
cell activities [9].

PyC can be simply produced from the pattern of various organic precursors through a car-
bonization process at high temperatures (750˚C to 2400˚C) in the absence of oxygen molecules [9,
10]. This process is the outgassing of all elements except for carbon and the final structure would
contain only carbon. In the first scene, the organic precursor film at around 600˚C generates var-
ious hydrocarbon radicals with their highest concentration [11]. At this temperature, the film is
also shrinkage due to the outgassing of hydrogen, oxygen, and nitrogen [12]. After approach-
ing 800˚C or higher, the graphene network starts to create in the form of fragments with many
defects and impurities [13]. During the annealing time at the highest temperature, the graphene
fragments are increased in size while the defects decrease. One of the most important conditions
is the absence of oxygen to prevent the burning reaction during the pyrolysis process. Only a very
small amount of leaked oxygen can totally decompose the structures and make them unstable. The
employing organic precursors are often phenolic resins, polyfurfuryl alcohols, cellulose, and poly-
imides [14,15]. The use of positive photoresist AZ1505 as an organic precursor for PyC electrode
up to now is limited in previous reports. Especially, AZ1505 is a promising candidate for the two
dimension electrodes based PyC due to the easy patterning ability.

This work aims to optimize the pyrolysis conditions (annealing temperature, annealing
time, and ramping rate) in order to minimize the resistivity of pyrolytic carbon films based on
AZ1505 photoresist. The structural behavior of the materials before and after pyrolysis was tested
using Raman and IR spectra. The morphology and thickness of pyrolytic carbon films were exam-
ined by Atomic force microscopy (AFM) and Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM). The electri-
cal conductivity of the films was measured through two-probe method. The effect of the pyrolysis
process on swelling effect and improvement in electrical conductivity will also be discussed to
evaluate the potential applications of pyrolytic carbon electrodes in electrochemical sensors.

II. EXPERIMENT

II.1. Preparation of un-pyrolyzed polymer-based electrodes
In this study, the using photoresist is AZ1505, a positive photoresist with the ability to

fabricate structures with a thickness of around 0.5 µm. AZ1505 also provides some outstand-
ing features such as striation-free coating, low unexposed resist loss, improved adhesion to all
common substrate materials. To have the polymer-based electrodes for electrochemical sensing
applications, firstly, a thin layer of photoresist was spin-coated onto a clean silicon substrate and
soft-baked at 110˚C for 02 minutes to evaporate the solvent in the photoresist. Then the film was
exposed to UV light in 3.5 seconds to the bond-breaking reaction occurring through the designed
masks. Fig. 1 shows the detail masks with different shapes as well as their dimensions. These
designs are appropriate to measure the thin film resistivity.

After being exposed, the samples were hard-baked at 120˚C for 03 minutes and followed
by development in AZ developer for 12 seconds, rinsing with water, and drying by Nitrogen gun.
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Fig. 1. Electrode designs with different shapes and their dimensions.

The samples were then carbonized by the pyrolysis process which is the thermal decomposition
of organic materials at elevated temperatures in an inert atmosphere to expel non-carbon atoms.

II.2. Carbonization of polymer-based electrodes
The carbonization of polymer-based electrodes was carried out in Nabertherm R50/250/12

Compact Tube Furnaces (1200˚C, 250 mm). The samples were loaded into the furnace with an Ar
gas flow rate of 300 sccm. The furnace was first heated from room temperature to 200˚C and held
for 30 minutes in order to remove the solvent and residual oxygen from the polymer film. Then
the temperature was ramped from 200˚C to the highest temperature and remained for 60 minutes
to complete the carbonization. Finally, the oven was cooled down naturally to room temperature.
The schematic of the whole fabrication process of polymer-based electrodes can be summarized
as in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Schematic of the whole fabrication process.

In this work, the dwell temperatures were studied at different values to evaluate the de-
gree of carbonization. The temperature ramp rate was also investigated with the changing of
1˚C/minute, 3˚C/minute, 5˚C/minute, 7˚C/minute. Fig. 3 illustrates the pyrolysis process with a
temperature ramping rate at 3˚C/minute and the carbonization temperature of 900˚C.
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Fig. 3. Schema of pyrolysis process.

II.3. Structural characterization
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) were used to

examine the morphology of the synthesized polymer-based electrodes. The components of the
film before and after pyrolysis were then investigated by using the Fourier transform infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR) measurement. The various peaks related to C-O (900 – 1000 cm−1), C-H
(3200 – 3400 cm−1) are expected to exhibit in an organic compound as AZ 1505, while the peaks
of C-H in the pyrolytic carbon (carbon film after carbonization) are expected to disappear.

The degree of disorder of pyrolytic carbon (PyC) was characterized by Raman spectroscopy.
Normally, Raman spectrum of PyC includes the E2g vibrational mode at 1590 cm−1 (also present
in graphite) and the A1g vibrational mode at 1360 cm−1 [5]. The E2g mode refers to as a “G”
peak, where G stands for graphite. The G peak is caused by bond stretching of all sp2 hybridized
C atoms in the aromatic rings as well as in olefinic chains. When the symmetry in the graphite
lattice is broken due to the presence of disorder, the A1g mode becomes active. This leads to
a new peak close to 1360 cm−1, called the “D” peak, where D stands for disordered. It had
been demonstrated that the ratio between the D-peak and the G-peak intensities is reciprocally
proportional to the crystalline size La [16]. Hence, the higher the micro-structural disorder of the
carbon matrix is, i.e. the higher the number of defects, the higher the D-peak intensity is; therefore,
La is smaller [17].

II.4. Measurement of electrical conductivity
The electrical sheet resistance of the PyC film was determined by a two-terminal sensing

measurement. The sheet resistance is a special case of resistivity for a uniform sheet thickness and
satisfies the equation:

R =
ρ

t
L
W

= Rs
L
W

, (1)
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where ρ is the resistivity (Ω.m), t is the thickness of the film (µm), R is bulk resistance (Ω), Rs
is the sheet resistance (Ω/square), L is the length along the current direction (m), and W is the
width of structure (m). After knowing the sheet resistance and the film thickness, the resistivity
(ρ) could be calculated using the equation [18]:

ρ = Rst.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

III.1. Optimization of pyrolysis process
It is essential to control the pyrolysis conditions to optimize carbonization yield as well

as minimize the swelling effect in order to achieve high-quality pyrolytic carbon films [18]. To
this end, we have tested the electrical conductivity of the pyrolyzed films at different annealing
temperatures (800˚C and 900˚C) and ramping rates (1, 3, 5, 7˚C/minute). The film resistivity was
calculated by approximately taking the film thickness at 100 nm.

III.1.1. Effect of ramping rate
The effectiveness of the pyrolysis process might be firstly screened by the visual change in

color of the polymer film when the temperature ramp rate varies. The highest temperature and the
incubation time were maintained at 900˚C and 01 hour. The polymer film is naturally in red color
but turned into dark color after pyrolysis process. The color of pyrolyzed film obtained at the heat-
ing rate of 3˚C/minute is the darkest, indicating a higher carbonization degree. The measurement
of resistivity and sheet resistance with different heating rates which are represented in Table 1
demonstrated for the above hypothesis. It can be seen that, the lower ramping rate, the lower
the resistivity or the higher conductivity [16, 19]. However, at the slow flow rate (1˚C/minute)
the oxygen in the polymer chain could oxidize the structure leading to the lower carbonization
degree [20].

Table 1. The sheet resistance (Rs) and resistivity (ρ) of the samples with different tem-
perature ramping rates.

Ramping rate ρ(Ωm) Rs(Ω/sq)
1˚C/minute 3.28×10−4 3.278
3˚C/minute 1.66×10−4 1.661
5˚C/minute 5.29×10−4 5.294
7˚C/minute 22.4×10−4 22.390

III.1.2. Effect of annealing temperature
The effect of annealing temperature on electrical conductivity of the pyrolyzed film was

given in Table 2. Herein, we kept the ramping rate at 3˚C/minute, the incubation time at 01
hour and changed the dwell temperature at 800˚C and 900˚C. We are not able to test at higher
temperatures due to technical issues at our laboratory. However, the results show a significant
decrease (∼ 2 times) in resistivity of the film from 3.278× 10−4 Ωm at 800˚C to 1.661× 10−4

Ωm at 900˚C. Probably more bindings between non-carbon with carbon atoms have been broken
down, thus the carbonization degree was increased at higher temperature [16, 19, 20].
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Table 2. The sheet resistance (Rs) and resistivity (ρ) of the samples with different high-
est temperatures.

Highest temperature ρ(Ωm) Rs(Ω/sq)
800˚C 3.28×10−4 3.278
900˚C 1.66×10−4 1.661

III.2. Morphology measurements
The AFM images of the sample before and after pyrolysis are shown in Fig. 4. The optimal

pyrolysis conditions were chosen as follows: ramping rate at 3˚C/minute, annealing temperature
at 900˚C, and annealing time for 01 hour. The thickness of the polymer film was about 400 nm
before pyrolysis (Fig. 4b), and then decreased to 100 nm after pyrolysis (Fig. 4d). SEM image
also shows that the thickness of pyrolyzed film was 150 nm (Fig. 5). This dramatically thickness
decrease (∼ 4 times) is comparable to previous reports. The reduction might be 48% in curing SU8
precursor [5], or even more than 80% if the maximum pyrolyzed temperature is 1000˚C [8,9,21].
The origin of the weight change is still not unclear but it may be due to decomposed reactions of
water, oxygen, hydrogen and aromatization [5, 7, 9].

Fig. 4. AFM images (a,c) and extracted line profiles (b,d) of sample before (a,b) and after
(c,d) pyrolysis process.

III.3. Structural behaviors of pyrolytic carbon films
Figure 6 shows the FTIR spectra of the sample before and after pyrolysis. The FTIR

spectrum of non-pyrolyzed sample consists of several peaks assigned as follows [22-24]: the
3470 cm−1 peak corresponds to the OH-stretching vibration of the hydroxyl group; a range of
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Fig. 5. SEM image of pyrolytic carbon film with temperature ramping rate at 3˚C/min,
highest temperature 900˚C, and incubation time for 01h, (left) direct view and (right) side
view.

peaks in the region 1200 – 1500 cm−1 represents for various C-H vibration of the methyl/methylene
group (CH3/CH2) or other substances. After pyrolysis, many peaks disappear or strongly decrease,
for example, the significant decrease of the OH peak at 3470 cm−1, indicating the success in re-
moving hydrogen out of the structure. In the spectrum of the pyrolyzed sample, a new peak at
1700 cm−1 is referred to the C=O stretching vibration of unsaturated carboxyl groups [25]. From
the FTIR analysis, it was concluded that pyrolytic carbon is successfully fabricated with a part of
the hydroxyl and carboxyl groups on the PyC surface.

Fig. 6. FTIR spectra of the sample before (non-pyrolyzed) and after pyrolysis (pyrolyzed).

Raman spectrum is also a powerful tool to investigate the quality of the pyrolysis process.
Fig. 7 represents the Raman spectrum of polymer-based electrodes after pyrolysis. The pyrolyzed
film exhibits a typical graphitic band (G-band) and a defect band (D-band) of carbonaceous ma-
terials [5, 18]. The G-band observed at 1598 cm−1 is related to E2g vibration mode resulting
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from the bond stretching sp2 hybridized C atoms existing in aromatic rings and olefinic chains
of the precursor [4, 19]. The D-band at 1342 cm−1 is attributed to the breathing mode of A1g
symmetry in sp2 C atoms and can be used to evaluate the degree of disorder and defects in the lat-
tice [4]. The intensity ratio between D-peak and G-peak is inversely proportional to the crystallite
size La : Id/Ig ∝ La [26]. The resulting Id/Ig ratio after the pyrolysis process is 0.996 which is
consistent with results obtained in previously reported works [19, 27], confirming the success of
fabricating the pyrolytic carbon.
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Fig. 7. Raman spectrum of the pyrolyzed film with two characterized peaks of graphite
corresponding to D-band and G-band.

III.4. Electrochemical properties
Cyclic voltammetry (CV) experiment which was recorded in the standard redox couple

ferri-ferrocyanide, K3[Fe(CN)6]/K4[Fe(CN)6], solution shows the difference between the film be-
fore and after pyrolyzed. As we can be seen, there are no anode and cathode peaks in the non-
pyrolyzed CV curve, which means the non-conductive film. It is clear that precursor polymer
using is a dielectric material. After pyrolysis, the aromatization and also the dehydrate processes
lead to the conductive film with two clearly anode and cathode peaks at −1 V and 1.25 V, respec-
tively. However, the large peak potential separation (∼ 2.5 V) and low currents indicate the slow
electron transfer rate [28]. These results represent the suitability of pyrolyzed polymer electrodes
in electrochemical applications after optimization of the fabrication process.

Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is an additional tool for evaluation of elec-
trode materials and electrode processes. EIS which is characterized by a large semicircle can yield
information about the electron transfer kinetics of the redox system at the electrode interface and
thus the electrochemical reaction rate [29–31]. The diameter of this semicircle denotes the charge
transfer resistance, Rct. The smaller this diameter value, the lower resistance to charge transfer is.
The EIS measurements of the non-pyrolyzed and pyrolyzed films represent in Fig. 9. For the non-
pyrolyzed film, the diameter of the semicircle is very large and widens to the higher frequencies
range. Besides, the incomplete semicircle implies that there is a non-charge transfer in this case.
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Fig. 8. Electrochemical behavior of non-pyrolyzed and pyrolyzed polymer-based electrodes.

Whereas, the decrease of the semicircle means the decrease of Rct takes place in the pyrolyzed
film as illustrated in Fig. 9. The size of the semicircle is rather large (∼ 15 kΩ). This can be sug-
gested that the pyrolyzed process creates the conducting regions (∼ sp2 regions). However, there
are only the patches distributed with insulating areas (∼ sp3 regions) and thus affected directly
to the capacitance of the electrode [4, 32, 33]. This situation can be improved by optimization of
pyrolysis parameters.

Fig. 9. Nyquist plot for electrode before and after pyrolysis.
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IV. CONCLUSIONS

This research was focused on the fabrication and characterization of polymer-based elec-
trodes by photolithography in combination with pyrolysis technique. The effect of pyrolysis pro-
cess parameters as heating rate and the highest temperature was investigated using SEM, AFM,
FTIR, Raman spectroscopy, and two-terminal methods. We see clearly that the heating ramping
rate and the highest temperature directly impact the crystallinity and the electrical conductivity
of the surveyed samples. To obtain a good quality of carbon structure, the optimized proto-
col includes the following adjusted parameters: 3˚C/minute of heating ramping rate, 900˚C of
highest temperature, and 1 hour of incubation time. The best PyC film obtained has a resistiv-
ity of 6.3× 10−5 Ωm, which is comparable to the reduced graphene oxide and the liquid phase
graphene-based film.

The enhancement of the electron transfer effect and also electrochemical properties of the
pyrolyzed film compared to the non-pyrolyzed film were also clear from the CV and EIS experi-
ments. Based on these results, we expect that pyrolyzed carbon is an excellent material for elec-
trochemical applications. Further electrode structures such as two-dimension and three-dimension
films which are provided a higher electron transfer rate, lower charge transfer resistance, and also
larger porosity of surface area will be considered in our next step.
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